
Starts 12:01 am, January 3, 2022

Focus

Imposition of terms and conditions prevents the possibility of
good labour relations
The colleges and the CEC abandoned negotiations and
forced faculty to work only under the conditions desired by
colleges and CEC 
The labour actions specifically target administrators, NOT
students

Any work you do beyond these maxima is volunteer work.  Therefore, during job action, do not
exceed these maxima.

Record all your time spent on different element of your work i.e. evaluation, preparation,

meetings, student emails, out of class assistance, photocopying.  We recommend using TOGGL
on your computer or phone.  When reaching maxima for the week, email your chair to let him or
her know and ask for direction in writing.  

Continue to.....
focus on needs of students and supporting their learning
maintain contact with students and keep them informed
maintain contact with union Local and attend union meetings
follow written direction from you manager; talk to your union
local regarding filing a grievance if necessary
take part in ongoing solidarity actions

REMEMBER.....

Struck work must not be undertaken by any bargaining unit
member.  Engaging in struck work is equivalent to crossing
the picket line.

If you have questions, contact the union local

We are in the midst of a job action which entails limiting our
work to the letter of the collective agreement.  This is not
voluntary!

Counsellors and 

non-teaching faculty
Do not work beyond your assigned number of hours per week
Track your work on TOGGL

 

Coordinator and Student Placement
Activities

Perform  only those coordinator duties that have been
recorded in writing and have been agreed to, and only for
the time provided each week.
Do not assist with scheduling and referring/recruiting part-
time hires
Do not plan for student placements/clinical etc. unless you
are specifically assigned this task.
Do not enter grades for student placement/clinical unless
you are specifically assigned this task

Work to Rule:
Phase 2


